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Mauritius– January , 2015

“We conducted an in
depth evaluation of
all the major testing
vendors and then
scored and ranked
them based on both
integration and
regulated industry
requirements. We
concluded from this
that Raltus's
ProcedureCapture
scored highest, had
the best functionality
and delivered the
best ROI for our
needs.”
Paul Dawber, IT
Validation Manager
Aspen Global
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South African-based Aspen is a supplier of branded and generic pharmaceuticals in more than 150 countries across the world. Aspen is a leading generics
manufacturer in the Southern hemisphere and is Africa’s largest pharmaceutical manufacturer and is ranked as the ninth largest generic company in the
world .
Mauritius– January , 2015 - Raltus Software, the leading solution for validating computer systems, announced that Aspen Global Group recently selected
ProcedureCapture as their ALM/SDLC global solution to ensure that their GxP
sensitive computer systems fulfill their intended purpose.
ProcedureCapture is the only solution which generates conclusive and indisputable documented evidence and uses a single license for the whole SDLC
lifecycle of :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements Management.
Risk Assessment.
Test Script Capture.
Review and Pre Approval of Scripts.
Paper and Paperless execution.
Manual or Automated testing with Electronic Signatures.
Defect Management and Tracking.
Trace Matrices and generation of documented evidence.
End user guides and training materials.

Paul Dawber, Aspen's IT Validation Manager commented that "We had been
looking for a tool which will provide the following benefits for Aspen :- Increased return-on-investment from IT initiatives, increased accountability, improved compliance with regulations and reduction in the timescales for validation / change control.”
Aspen Global demonstrates what customers are directly telling us said Ann
Devine, Vice President of Marketing for Raltus – “ProcedureCapture helps
companies significantly reduce the cost and resource burden of validating
their computer system and this directly translates into a 40% decrease in the
time to create test scripts and a 60% decrease in time to execute these
scripts". Devine continued “We're pleased to work with Aspen Global and are
proud to be able to make such a positive impact on their validation efforts".

RALTUS® and PROCEDURECAPTURE® are the registered trademarks of Raltus Software in
the UK and other Countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

